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0. Introduction

It is a well-known fact that many languages present epenthesis/syncope phenomena which are linked to the presence of final consonants. Problems arise when we attempt to account for the consonant distribution which results from such phenomena on the basis of a theory of the syllable. Thus, (a) certain sequences of word-internal consonants turn out to be impossible to predict given normal restrictions on syllable structure; (b) consonants in word-final position differ from true final consonants in that they do not obey restrictions on the segmental content of the coda and appear not to have any influence on the length of the preceding vowel. In particular, the alternations which result from the presence or absence of a vowel segment in a given context, and which appear to give rise to resyllabification, cast doubt on the predictive power of the restrictions on syllable structure (cf. for example the discussion in Harris 1992). It is clear however that any theory of the syllable which aims at a significant degree of explanatory adequacy must start by assuming a prosodic structure inalterability criterion. From this point of view the theory of syllabic constituents (cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990) and the principle of prosodic licensing, p-licensing (cf. Charette 1991, 1991/92, and especially Harris 1992), have provided a relatively restrictive framework which allows us to account for the main phenomena in a way that does not conflict with the principle of prosodic structure preservation: the syllabic constituent structure

1 I wish to express my gratitude to Rita Manzini e Luigi Rizzi for their comments and suggestions. However I am specially indebted to John Harris for a detailed and helpful review of a first version of this work.
In the phonetic transcription [-] indicates an unreleased stop.
defined at the level of lexical representations will remain constant throughout a phonological derivation (cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990, Harris 1992). One crucial effect of this principle is that the theoretical status of syncope/epenthesis phenomena needs to be revised. In particular, if we base our argument on the structural conditions governing vowel/zero alternations in word-internal and word-final positions, it becomes possible to interpret the sequences of consonants which we observe as onsets followed by an empty, unrealized nucleus. If it is correct that lexical representations include all positions which play a prosodic role in the course of the derivation, then we must assume that an unrealized nucleus in a syncope context is present at the skeletal position level. In this case we would assume that a nucleus of this type is assigned the most reduced phonological content available, the neutral element [@], which can be phonetically interpreted in epenthesis contexts.

We will apply these ideas to vowel-zero alternation phenomena and to the conditions governing the occurrence of consonants in word-final positions in certain Albanian dialects found in Southern Italy. The dialects we will be interested in are spoken in two neighbouring villages in Lucania, Barile and Ginestra, and in S. Paolo (also in Lucania), as well as in two villages in Calabria, Falconara Albanese and Vena. The data which we will analyse come from a field survey involving native speakers. These data show socio-stylistic variation. For the purposes of this study we can refer this type of variation to the co-presence of partially different grammars in the linguistic community. We will treat the occurring socio-stylistic alternants as evidence for the proposed analysis.

2. The descriptive and theoretical framework

In the Albanian varieties we are considering the stress falls on one of the nuclei of the lexical base, normally the one that is furthest to the right. Its position is lexically determined and is therefore fixed, which means that it is not subject to movement when further morphological material is recursively added. The domain of the stress includes the word itself and any clitic elements: the clitic pronouns which attach to the verb and the postponed article which cliticizes onto the noun. As regards posttonic vowels situated in the domain of the word-stress we generally find the following features:

(1) a. the intermediate empty nucleus in antepenultimate stressed words is subject to vowel-zero alternation;
   b. final consonants occur, normally in complementary distribution with word-internal syncope;
   c. we find word-internal consonant sequences (with unreleased stops), e.g. [tûm ðm jûm c-t ôt mt] (cf. the examples in (22), (26) and (28)) which do not conform to canonical internal clusters of the type Cd+O, and
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which typically include homorganic nasal-obstruent, coronal-consonant and liquid-consonant clusters (homorganic nasal-obstruent clusters can also occur in initial position; geminate consonants are limited to certain dialects);

The following data from the dialect of S. Paolo illustrate these properties:

(2)  
S.Paolo

[ˈɛpurat] “the hares nom./acc.”
[ˈɛpɔr] “fox nom./acc.” ≈ [ˈɛpɔra] “the fox nom.” ≈
[ˈɛpɔrat] “the foxes nom./acc.”
[ˈzɔmɔr] “heart nom./acc.” ≈ [ˈzɔmrə] “the heart nom.”
[ˈmbiðem] “we gather” ≈ [ˈmbiðəni] “you gather”
[ˈpɪc-mla] “I was roasting” ≈ [ˈpɪcim] “we were roasting”

It need be noticed that while [ə] is the normal phonetic result of an empty nucleus, the intermediate vowels [i e] have an inflectional nature. Thus we may provisionally assume that these vowel are inserted in the course of the morphological derivation of the verbal forms. Comparison with other Italo-Albanian dialects reveals a complex range of partial differences in the extent to which processes of posttonic vowel weakening and vowel/zero alternation are operative in internal contexts. What this means is that the various dialects appear to be arranged on a scale in accordance with their prosodic characteristics as evidenced by a series of small but systematic divergences of a phonological and metrical kind. In this article I will try to show that this scale is only a superficial phenomenon and that it can be explained on the basis of an interaction between metrical organization and prosodic licensing. We will compare different metrical patterns showing vowel-zero alternation:

(i) in the case of the S. Paolo and Barile dialects metrical patterns are based on the licensing of empty nuclei both through the adjacency of a realized nucleus and by the parametrical setting in word-final domain;

(ii) in Ginestra and Falconara the metrical patterns constrain or exclude licensing of final empty nuclei and contrast the zero nuclei licensed through adjacency with schwa nuclei licensed by the metrical head.

The central idea that will be advanced here is based on the proposal discussed by Harris (1992); it seeks to develop an intuition which was implicit in the theory of constituents (Kaye 1990, Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990, Harris & Kaye 1990), to the effect that the segmental content of a given position reflects its prosodic properties. In other words, the way a given position is interpreted
phonetically depends on how it fits into the prosodic structure of a given representation (cf. Harris 1992: 378). The relation between these two elements can be described in terms of licensing, as involving a head which licenses and a position which is licensed: the phonological content of a given position would thus be a question of the degree of autonomy it enjoys within the prosodic structure. Following Harris 1992, we may assume that within a given domain (within constituents, between constituents, at the nuclear or foot/word projection level) all positions are p-licensed by the head of the domain in accordance with the basic requirements of directionality and locality of the licensing relation. The phonological potential (autosegmental-licensing power) of a position reflects its prosodic status: a p-licensed position inherits a reduced ability to realize phonetic content. The head of the representation is the position that is not itself licensed at any level: in the case of a stress domain (a word), it would be the tonic nucleus, the head of the highest level of nuclear projection. As a consequence, according to the idea that the licensing relation subsumes the other intra- and inter-constituent relations, the structure preservation principle can be formulated in terms of licensing: “Licensing conditions holding of lexical representations also hold of derived representations” (cf. Harris 1992).

What seems to be the case then is that the different levels of projection corresponding to the various positions combine successively to produce the higher levels: in particular, the projection of nuclei serves as the basis for metrical structures such as the foot and the word. Assuming that this is indeed the case, the question arises of how unrealized nuclei should be dealt with. As a first step towards answering this let us return to the data presented in (2): the vowel-zero alternation as found in cases such as [ˈzamər] “heart” ≈ [ˈzamra] “the heart” and, more generally, the conditions governing word-internal syncope such as that in [ˈpiːka] “I was roasting” can be accounted for in terms of the absence or presence of a licensor for the intermediate empty nucleus:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  & O & N & O & N \ \\
 a & | & | & | & | \\
  x & x & x & x & x \ \\
 b & | & | & | & | \\
  x & x & x & x & x \ \\
  z & ə & m & @ & r \ \\
  p & i & c & @ & n \ \\
  S.Paolo \ \\
  \end{array}
\]

The empty nuclei of a lexical representation, shown as [@], must be realized phonetically if they are not licensed. The licensing of empty categories involves general principles regarding the status of final consonants and the occurrence of unrealized nuclei (cf. Charette 1991, Kaye 1993).
(4) a. i. **P-licensing of empty positions**
   An empty nucleus has no phonetic realization if it is
   - properly governed (right-to-left),
   or
   - in final position, given an appropriate parameter setting (Charette 1991).
   
   ii. **Proper Government**
   An empty nucleus is properly governed by an adjacent nucleus with segmental content

   iii. **Final empty nucleus parameter**
   A final empty nucleus is licensed: yes

b. i. **Syllabification of final consonants**
   A final consonant is syllabified as an onset

   ii. **Coda Licensing**
   A ‘coda’ must be licensed by an immediately following onset (Kaye 1990);

   In this way the distributional restrictions illustrated in (3) may be interpreted as an effect both of (4)a.i, which demands that an unrealized nucleus should be licensed by an adjacent realized nucleus, as in (3)a, or alternatively that it should be in final position and thus licensed by an appropriate parameter setting, as in (3)b, and of (4)b, which requires the final consonants to be associated with the onset position in (3)b.

   A particular issue is raised by the presence of [i e] in ‘epenthesis’ contexts, cf. [ʼpic-na] [ʼpicim] in (3). We have already observed that the cases where an empty position receives [i]- or [e]-content can be treated as the result of a word formation process working in the lexicon. This proposal is in agreement with the idea that root-level alternants are morphologically interpreted in the lexicon and, consequently, root-level morphological composition is invisible to phonology (cf. Kaye 1993 and Harris 1994). Thus we would assume that [i e] = Ø alternation is not an effect of the p-licensing of empty positions. The relevant point is that the

2 The current definition of ‘proper government’ takes into account the unlicensed status of the adjacent nucleus. As a matter of fact, however, the pertinent property of a unlicensed nucleus is the fact that it has a manifest segmental content.

As for the notion of ‘government’, we can assume that ‘government’ designates the particular instantiation of licensing which holds in local domains, i.e. intra- and inter-constituent domains.
representations in (3) are also assigned a full interpretation in the terms of the constraints in (4): that is, the distribution of zero- and [ɛ i]-nuclei appears to manifest the requirements on the p-licensing expressed in (4).

In conclusion, then, straightforward alternations such as those in the S. Paolo dialect can be dealt with in terms of an adjacency relation between nuclei at the relevant level of projection. However, middle nuclei in antepenultimate stressed words (proparoxytones), as in the case of (3), are also licensed at the metrical levels (foot and word). The question therefore arises of how this licensing interacts with that based on adjacency or on the setting of an appropriate parameter.

3. Metrical v. nuclear projection licensing

The principal differences between various dialects concern the licensing of intermediate nuclei in antepenultimate stressed words and of empty nuclei in word-final position. On a more general level, these properties are really a question of how unstressed nuclei are dealt with and of how the prosodic relations are organized. In the Barile and Ginestra dialects this process has extended to all word-internal contexts3 the alternations of the epenthetic sort, exemplified in (2) as regards the S. Paolo dialect. The result of this is that in these dialects prosodic organization is based on a clear difference in autosegmental licensing potential between head and recessive positions.

3.1 Nuclear relations in licensing: the case of Barile dialect

Let us first examine some data from the Barile dialect: here we find that the presence of medial [ə] in verbal and nominal inflections is reflected in a system of vowel-zero alternations (the star marks the etymological bases):

(5) Barile

[ˈɬɪpəɾ] "hare nom./acc." ≈ [ˈɬɪpra] "hares nom./acc." ≈
[ˈɬɪpraʃ] "the hares nom./acc."

[ˈɬɛlprəɾ] "fox nom./acc." ≈ [ˈɬɛlpra nom./acc.] "foxes" ≈
[ˈɬɛlpraʃ] "the foxes nom./acc."

3 In the Barile and Ginestra dialects, the post-tonic vowels *a *e *i *u have undergone a gradual process of weakening and neutralization which has reduced them to əə, e.g. [ˈɬɪpəɾ] < *ɬɪpəɾ “hare”, [ˈɬɛlprəɾ] < *ɬɛlprəɾ “the foxes”, [i ɬɪɾəɾ] < *ɬɪɾəɾ “deaf”(sing.). This process has extended to all word-internal contexts the syncope/epenthesis alternations. In the two dialects mentioned vowel reduction affects all atonic vowel positions, which accordingly show only a very limited range of vowels [i a u ə], compared to the greater variety displayed in tonic positions: [i e a ə u ə].
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[i 'fʊɾðə] "deaf sing." ≈ [tə 'fʊɾðra] "deaf plur."
[ˈdiːʃət] "it burns" ≈ [ˈdiː-əmi] "we burn"
[ˈŋroʊθən] "he warms sthg." ≈ [ˈŋroʊθni] "you warm sthg."
[ˈvɪrəm] "I hang myself" ≈ [ˈvɪrmi] "we hang ourselves"
[ˈθrɪtəm] "I am called" ≈ [ˈθrɪtmi] "we are called"

A similar behaviour is exhibited by the internal /u/. In fact, when it is followed
by a realized nucleus, a middle /u/ may have two different realizations: delinking or
attenuated labial realization [u] (optionally, [ə]).

(6) Barile

/acc." ≈ [ˈkʊŋkə] "the pumpkins nom./acc."

To summarize, then, the Barile dialect allows the following possibilities as
regards the distribution of vowels in posttonic positions:

(7) a. an unrealized nucleus in word-final position.
b. an unrealized nucleus in middle position before a realized final nucleus.
c. a reduced nucleus in middle position adjacent to an empty uninterpreted
final nucleus.
d. a full nucleus in middle position, allowed only in particular environments.

The vowel-zero alternating realizations which we find in [ˈdiʃət] "it is burning",
[ˈdiː-əmi] "we are burning", [ˈvɪrəm] "I hang myself" ≈ [ˈvɪrmi] "we hang
ourselves" (cf. (2) above) can be explained with reference to the absence or
presence of a licensor for the intermediate empty nucleus:

(8) a. O N O N O N b. O N O N O N Barile

| | | | | | | | | |
|x|x|x|x|x| | | | |
| | | | | | | | | |
|v|i|r|Ø|m|i|v|i|r|Ø|
|d|i|j|Ø|m|i|d|i|j|Ø|

As in the case of the S. Paolo dialect, the alternation between vowel and zero
realization appears to be based on the interaction between parameterized restrictions
on empty nuclei on the one hand and on conditions governing the prosodic structure
on the other (these conditions subtly vary from one dialect to another). In the case of
the Barile dialect the restrictions applying to empty vowel positions can be stated as follows:

(9) an empty nucleus may have no phonetic realization, (i) if there is an adjacent full nucleus on its right which properly governs it, or (ii) if it occurs in final position according to the appropriate setting of the final empty nucleus licensing parameter.

Nevertheless, as has already been suggested, an explanation based solely on adjacency relations between nuclei would not appear to be the whole story, given that the occurrence of a reduced intermediate vowel [ə] in turn gives rise to a licensing relation, which implies a sort of graded realization of the various unstressed nuclei in a given prosodic domain.

Given that a phonetically unrealized nucleus is not integrated at the metrical levels, we can formulate the restrictions relevant to the foot and word projections as follows:

(10) a. the stressed head is lexically specified.
    b. phonetically uninterpreted nuclei (as a result of (9)) are not metrically organized.
    c. at the level of nuclear projection construct maximally binary right-dominant feet starting from the rightmost nucleus provided with phonological content.
    d. the dominant foot within a word is the rightmost one.

The conditions relative to vowel/zero alternation can be interpreted as manifestations of two different types of p-licensing within the prosodic domain of the tonic head. These two types of p-licensing reflect the prosodic weakness of the licensed positions in comparison with the tonic head, which displays the greatest capacity for bearing phonological content.

It is on the two types of p-licensing available for nuclear projections that the difference between an unrealized nucleus and a reduced nucleus depends: the schwa character of the intermediate nucleus reveals its status as a position licensed by the tonic head, from which it inherits a reduced potential for a-licensing (cf. (10)a; what distinguishes positions which are p-licensed by an adjacent position on the right, on the other hand, is the absence of associated phonological material as a consequence of (9): in this case the licensing positions are themselves p-licensed by the head of the prosodic domain (cf. (10)b). However, although the reduction in the phonological content of the intermediate nucleus is a transparent clue of the asymmetrical relation holding between licensed positions and licensors in terms of their capacity to allow phonological content, we may notice an interesting gradient effect between recessive positions. When one has 'immediate' licensing on the part of an adjacent
tonic, the recessive position receives sufficient phonological potential to allow it to a-license minimal segmental content, which in fact amounts to the element \( @ \). On the other hand, a final recessive nucleus licensed by the head of the prosodic domain (i.e. the stressed vowel) appears to be a very weak p-licenser, quite unable to confer any a-licensing power on another position. As a consequence, where we have a middle nucleus p-licensed by a recessive final nucleus, we will not expect the presence of any phonological material to be supported; in other words the result will be zero (on reduction phenomena, cf. Harris & Kaye 1990, Charette 1991, Harris 1992). The relevant relationships are illustrated in the following representations:

\begin{equation}
(11) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{projection:} \\
\text{foot} \\
a.\begin{array}{c}
\text{ONONONON} \\
x_{1}x_{2}x_{3} \\
d_{1}i_{1}j_{1}@t\emptyset \\
\lambda i_{1}p@r\emptyset
\end{array}
\quad b.\begin{array}{c}
\text{ONONONON} \\
x_{1}x_{2}x_{3}x_{4} \\
d_{1}i_{1}j_{1}\emptyset m_{1} \\
\lambda i_{1}p\emptyset r_{1}a
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{equation}

\begin{align*}
\text{[di\jat] "he burns himself" } [\text{di\j-mi]} "we burn ourselves" \\
[\text{\'kip\r}r] "hare nom./acc." & \quad [\text{\'kipra]} "hares nom./acc."
\end{align*}

\begin{equation}
\text{foot} \\
c.\begin{array}{c}
\text{ONONONONONON} \\
x_{1}x_{2}x_{3}x_{4} \\
\lambda i_{1}p\emptyset r_{1}@t\emptyset
\end{array}
\end{equation}

We assume that an uninterpreted nucleus turns out to be invisible to the metrical structure and thus it is not projected into the foot (cf. (11)a-c). When a zero-nucleus is in an intermediate position, foot construction bypasses it. In (11)b-c the middle empty nucleus is licensed through properly government by the right-adjacent full nucleus and does not receive any phonetic content. The nuclear tonic position \( x_{1} \) results to be adjacent to the nucleus \( x_{3} \) at the foot-projection level thus satisfying the locality requirement for licensing relation. Consequently \( x_{1} \) p-licenses \( x_{3} \) and
confers the ability to support a filled melodic expression on it. In (11)c we have a more complicated case: in the word ['kiprət] we find two phonetically unrealized nuclei, \( x_2 \) and \( x_4 \), which of course are not included in the metrical tree. \( x_2 \) is licensed by the adjacent nucleus \( x_3 \), which is itself phonetically interpreted thanks to licensing by \( x_1 \). The empty final nucleus \( x_4 \) is licensed on a parametrical basis and is thus not itself a possible licenser\(^4\) for a nuclear position.

It may be useful to examine the interplay between proper government and licensing by a metrical head. Following Kaye 1993, Harris 1992 and 1994, we can assume a principle-based approach to phonology in the spirit of the minimalist program proposed in Chomsky 1992\(^5\). Thus, the theoretical point of view supported in this work is that the licensing constraints operate as well-formedness conditions, applying whenever their application is possible and defining structure which are preserved lexically and in output. Therefore the implementation of the licensing relations at the different levels of the prosodic hierarchy appears to meet optimality requirements on representations. Specifically, the interaction between p-government and foot/word licensing turns out to characterize possible metrical templates that fulfill general conditions on the occurrence of the nuclei in a word domain.

As we would expect, it is only tonic vowels that exhibit the full range of distinctive contrasts which the system offers, and that allow more complex realizations; in unstressed positions we only find segments composed of a single element:

---

4 It is worth pointing out that with all sequences involving an empty nucleus we may find in careful pronunciation that the onset character of the consonants preceding the empty nucleus is clearly brought out by the presence of a short, attenuated epenthetic element, for example [\( \text{ta'fùrətə} \) “deaf (plur.)”].

5 It need be noticed that recent phonological models as harmonic phonology (cf. Goldsmith 1990) and optimality phonology (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993) entail a partially different approach based on principles and repair-rules. Thus, in Optimality Theory constraints are violable and output must simply meet them as strictly as possible.
(12) \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
x \\
x \\
x \\
x \\
x \\
x \\
\text{z} \\
\text{j} \\
\text{ˈ} \\
\text{ə} \\
\delta \\
\Delta \\
\text{A} \\
\text{U}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{[ˈzɪədə]} \text{“I have read”}
\]

A good example of this is the case of middle /u/ in antepenultimate stressed words. Let us assume that this /u/ is present in the lexical representation and that the alternation which we find is a result of the different conditions of prosodic licensing: a posttonic /u/ retains its own phonological content if it is directly licensed by the tonic head (cf. 13a); we observe a drastic reduction in the phonological content of the middle posttonic vowel of an antepenultimate stressed word when this position appears to be licensed by a position (the final nucleus), which is itself licensed (cf. (13)b). A specific question concerns empty nuclei. In fact since the prosodic weakness of a position derives from the prosodic relations which hold in the metrical configuration, we should expect that any given recessive position can be interpreted in terms of element decomposition (suppression). Thus we would need to generalize this interpretation also to a licensed empty nucleus: in this case reduction consists in the delinking of the whole segmental content from the skeletal position.

(13) \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{projection:} \\
\text{foot}
\end{array} \right. \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a.} \\
\text{N.} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{n d i f} \\
\text{U r} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{b.} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{O} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{x} \\
\text{n d i f} \\
\text{U r} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \\
\text{[ˈndifur] “helped sing.”} \\
\text{[ˈndifra] “helped plur.”}
\]
Comparison of (13)b and (11) clearly shows that the metrical structure does not incorporate the intermediate position of a antepenultimate-stressed lexical representation when the word final nucleus is phonetically interpreted. Thus we find that weak nuclei, i.e. schwa, in pretonic position are included in the metrical structure at the level of the word-tree and p-licensed by the tonic head (cf. [pɔʃ'tran] "I cover"), whereas weak middle nuclei between the tonic head and a realized final nucleus are excluded by a restriction implicit in (10)a:

\[(14) \quad \text{A stressed nucleus is always penultimate in its domain.}\]

In addition, as a licenser, an unstressed final vowel is not sufficiently powerful to bestow any phonological content on the middle position (this explains the delinking in (13)b).

It is interesting that an unrealized empty final nucleus appears to be capable of p-licensing a consonant head under certain conditions. Thus an empty final nucleus is a possible licensor for a consonant head, cf. [ˈkʌmən] "milk" \(\approx [ˈkʌməti] "\text{the milk}"\) (see discussion in Charette 1991, 1991/92). This property is lexicalized in the case of forms such as:

\[(15) \quad [i \ ˈɔfə] "\text{tired sing.}" \approx [tə ˈɔfətə] "\text{tired plur.}" \quad \text{Barile}\]

In such cases we find that an intervening weak vowel is not allowed and that the first consonant must therefore be associated with a coda position in the lexical representation.

It can be frequently observed that in languages displaying syncope phenomena the occurrence of an unrealized empty nucleus is linked with the licensing of the contiguous consonantal positions. Thus, in the dialects we examine show different solutions depending on whether an empty nucleus follows a complex onset or a sequence of coda+onset, as we will see in greater detail later on.

### 3.2 Licensing on the basis of metrical properties: the case of Ginestra dialect

In the Ginestra dialect we find a somewhat different phonological organization. Processes associated with the domain of the tonic head, that is to say the weakening of posttonic vowels and the reduction of unstressed vowels in general, have resulted in a phonological system based on the vowel/zero alteration, which is superficially similar to what we find in Barile dialect. Nevertheless, there are a number of small differences, which offer scope for an illuminating comparison: in Ginestra dialect we find a prosodic organization which reveals a different set of choices in areas subject to parameterization, as for example the licensing of unrealized final nuclei and weak middle nuclei.

From the point of view of the prosodic structure, the first striking feature is the heavy restriction on word-final consonants: generally speaking empty nuclei in final
position are not licensed and must therefore be given a phonetic interpretation and realized as [ə]. Our data exhibit a typical pattern of stylistic variation between internal zero and full nuclei, as illustrated in the following examples:

(16) **Ginestra**


[ˈjarpəɾə] "snake nom./acc." ≈ [ˈjarpra]/[ˈjarpəɾə] "snakes"
≈ [ˈjarparə] "the snakes nom./acc."


[ˈtəɾkurtra]/[ˈtaɾkurtra] "short plur."

[ˈdʒiɾa] "I burn myself" ≈ [ˈdʒiɾəta] "he burns himself" ≈ [ˈdʒiɾəmi] "we burn ourselves"

[ˈrŋroɾəɾə] "he heats" ≈ [ˈrŋroɾni] "you heat"

[ˈvɨɾɾəɾə] "they hang" ≈ [ˈvɨɾɾə] "they hang themselves"

The exemplified variation is systematically observable in verbal forms:

(17) **Ginestra**

a. [ˈdʒiɾ–mi] ≈ [ˈdʒiɾami] "we are burning" present(active/middle)

[ˈdʒiɾ–ni] ≈ [ˈdʒiɾəni] "you are burning"

[ˈrŋroɾmi] ≈ [ˈrŋroɾami] "we are warming (ourselves)"

b. [ˈdəɾ–təɾə] ≈ [ˈdəɾəɾəɾə] "we have roasted" perfect

[ˈyɨk–təɾə] ≈ [ˈyɨkəɾə] "we ran away"

The alternants like [ˈjarpəɾə], [ˈdʒiɾami], etc. in (16)-(17) support the idea that a realized vowel in final position is an insufficient licensor for a position on its left, with the consequence that an empty nucleus need be phonetically interpreted. As we will see, the second possibility can be explained in terms of conflicting p-licensing principles.

The comparison with Barile dialect brings out as a crucial point that in Ginestra the licensing of final empty nuclei is restricted to a particular context: the licensing domain of an onset head. What we find is that final empty nuclei are allowed after a sequence of *coda+onset*, as in [dəɾk] "pig", [bukk] "bread", [kəɾˈmiʃ] "shirt", [muʃk] "mule" (all nom./acc. forms). We should perhaps view this as being connected with the fact that in this same dialect, when we have licensing of a word-internal coda position, the following unstressed nucleus preferably remains unrealized, cf. [ˈdəɾəɾəɾə] ≈ [ˈdəɾəɾmi] "we throw", [ˈʃɾəmbatəɾə] ≈ [ˈʃɾəmbatəɾə] "they wrung". As we will see in section 3.2, in the case of *coda+onset* sequences the unrealized empty nucleus seems to be still capable of
authorising the consonant head to license the preceding rhymal complement. This fact would appear to suggest that the failure to realize the final nucleus is to be attributed to the prosodic properties of the dialect, rather than simply to a partial application of the "Parameter of empty final nucleus licensing". What we should probably conclude then is that in these contexts the prosodic potential of the final nucleus is interpreted by the prosodic properties of a coda-onset domain. If this hypothesis is correct there is no need to assume that the nucleus is parametrically licensed in the final domain, in the sense that the presence of a licensing relation between the two consonants in [..VCC0] somehow supplants the need for the final N to be phonetically expressed. We may simply admit that a consonantal government domain is a metrically sufficient interpretation of the prosodic content of the final licensing nucleus. This would suggest that the metrical structure could take account of this consonantal domain as an interpretation of the prosodic potential of the final nucleus (this relation is indicated in (18) by dotted lines).

(18)  

```

        Ginestra
        \   /   \   /
       O R O N
       \   \   |
      x   x   x x   [derk]
       \   \   \   +
        d ε r k @
      coda-onset domain
```

Clearly then what we are dealing with is not so much the segmental content that may be associated with the position as the realization of the prosodic potential of this position: metrical systems may allow the prosodic potential of an empty nucleus to be interpreted by consonantal domains which include it as a potential onset-licenser. It must be noticed that lexically specified [..CCV] sequences do occur in which a final full vowel [i a u] is realized, cf. ['derku] "the pig", ['bukka] "the bread", ['yerõa] "I came", ['Fraombi] "he wrung". The contrast with the conditions illustrated in (18) is clear: in the cases with a phonetically interpreted final nucleus the rich autosegmental content (lexically assigned) identifies a prosodically autonomous position which simply must be metrically licensed by the foot/word head. On the contrary in [..VCØ] sequences the final empty nucleus is not preceded by a consonantal domain available for interpreting its prosodic potential, and it is not capable of licensing a preceding empty nucleus.

---

6 Some variability in the realization of the final schwa characterizes the careless pronunciation related to fast speech styles: in this case a zero vowel or a reduced schwa
Indeed, it does seem that recessive final nuclei display a reduced capacity to authorize empty nuclei on their left, as is shown by realizations such as [ˈmikɔɾa] “beard/mint nom./acc.”, [ˈɕipɔɾa] “hare nom./acc.”, [ˈsɛnɔɾa] “the dogs nom./acc.”, [moˈsalɔŋo] “the tablecloth acc.”, [ˈfoːlɔŋo] “he speaks”. What this suggests is that in a configuration with two empty posttonic nuclei all the weak nuclei are controlled by the tonic nucleus and metrically organized. As a reflex of this, the independent prosodic properties of the final empty nucleus are not sufficient to allow it to p-license a position on its left. A greater capacity for p-licensing middle empty nuclei appears to be present in unstressed final nuclei which are assigned lexicalized phonological content, as in [ˈmikri] mik@ri “the beard/mint nom.” and [ˈɕipra] ɕip@ra “hares nom./acc.”, where autosegmental properties are capable of implementing prosodic properties not dependent on the tonic head.

Furthermore, we find that syncope occurs systematically in forms such as [ˈɕipɔɾa], [ˈmikɔɾa] with three posttonic nuclear positions: thus we have licensing of an intermediate empty nucleus by a final vowel that is p-licensed at word level. In these cases we can interpret syncope as a last resort strategy which comes into operation when we have an excessively long sequence of recessive nuclei that the tonic nucleus cannot control. This seems to imply that a metrical template is imposed that excludes sequences with three or more posttonic nuclei.

We may account for the prosodic properties of the Ginestra dialect by simply modifying the restrictions that we have posited for the Barile dialect. We will thus need to modify them in two respects: first of all, as regards the treatment of final empty nuclei, and secondly in respect of the status of recessive positions vis-à-vis the metrical organization. In Ginestra dialect they turn out to be included in the metrical projections at both foot and word level:

may be realized. However, the crucial point is that the informants know that a final schwa is present in the string. This is shown by the fact that the informants are able to repeat the same item with or without a clearly perceptible final schwa in relation to the stylistic properties of the utterance.

7 In general, the prosodic structure of the Ginestra dialect resembles that of the Romance dialects in the surrounding area of north Lucania, where we find: final vowel nuclei, weakening of post-tonic vowels to schwa, vowel-zero alternation in antepenultimate stressed words (which point to a non-metrical value for the middle nucleus). Correspondences with the Lucanian dialects characterize both the phonological and the morphosyntactic structures of the Ginestra dialect (cf. Savoia 1993). Certain features, such as diphthongization in tonic vowels, or, to take a syntactic example, the particular system of causatives, seem to have become established in the Ginestra dialect as a result of ‘contact’ between Albanian and Romance dialectal types.
(19) a. An empty nucleus may have no phonetic realization if: (i) it is licensed by an adjacent full nucleus on its right (ii) if it is in final position and preceded by a consonantal domain.

b. A possible metrical template excludes posttonic sequences of three or more phonetically realized nuclei

c. Full nuclei are metrically organized in maximally binary left-headed feet starting from the rightmost nucleus and consistently with the lexically specified stressed head.

d. Full nuclei which are metrically unorganized at foot level are incorporated in the word tree as recessive positions.

These two types of licensing are illustrated in the configurations in (20): thus we have licensing by the prosodic head from left to right and licensing of an empty head by an adjacent nucleus from right to left (in these cases the direction is shown by the arrow underneath the representation). In the case of licensing by the stress domain head, the locality requirement appears to be fulfilled at each metrical (foot/word) level.

(20) Projection: word foot

Ginestra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nuclear

[ˈmikɔrə] "beard" [ˈdiŋ-mi] "we are burning (ourselves)"

[ˈkipɔɾə]"hare" nom/acc. [ˈkipra] "hares" nom/acc.
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Comparison of (20)c and (12)c brings out the different prosodic organization of the Ginestra dialect. The crucial feature appears to be the lack of final uninterpreted nuclei: the middle nucleus is p-licensed by the final nucleus, which itself is associated with the word-level projection and licensed by the stressed nucleus. In this way, the middle empty nucleus can remain phonetically unrealized and is not included in the metrical organization. Thus in this dialect syncope is generally only used where we have prosodic structures with three nuclei following the head nucleus. In such cases there are two metrical options, each involving a single foot constructed on x₁ and the first full nucleus on its right. The final nucleus is associated with the word-level projection, while an intermediate nucleus is p-licensed by the adjacent nucleus and can thus remain without phonetic content. The choice between the two possible solutions appears to be lexically determined, in the sense that for example verbal forms generally require the metrical template shown in (20)d.

The status of an empty nucleus in pretonic position is not clear: it may be ‘proper government’ licensed by the tonic nucleus to its right, in which case it will remain without phonetic realization, or else it may be licensed by the tonic nucleus in the word-level prosodic domain. These two possibilities naturally lead to two different results: zero in the first case and a reduced vowel in the second case, cf. [ˈz̪øˈɾaŋøna] ≈ [z̪øˈɾaŋøna] “they wake up”, [voˈɾeŋ] ≈ [vəɾeŋ] “I look”, [ðəˈbɪɾəl] “I was losing/getting lost”.

At this point of our analysis, the data we have examined suggest that we should recognize different directions in the licensing relation at the different projection levels. In fact the type of syncope/euphesis alternation we observe in these systems support a crucial distinction between p-licensing by an adjacent position, which operates from-right-to-left, and p-licensing by the foot/word head, which operates from-left-to-right. Naturally, in this latter case it would only be natural to expect the
licensing directionality to reflect the left-headed character of the foot in these dialects. As we can see, moreover, the adjunction of a pretonic recessive nucleus to the word-tree appears to represent a special case which triggers leftward p-licensing.

4. Government-licensing as a gradient property

4.1. Government-licensing in the S. Paolo dialect

We will now proceed to analyse the government-licensing (g-licensing) properties of empty nuclei. Generally, in order for an onset to be able to p-license a preceding coda the onset needs to be g-licensed by a full nucleus. However, we find cases where an onset-head seems to be g-licensed by an empty licensed nucleus. As shown by Charette 1990, 1991/92, the conflict between g-licensing and ‘proper government’ of an empty nucleus exhibits a parametric character which gives rise to different possibilities. Thus, when p-licensing of empty nuclei is the dominant principle we typically find processes of onset segment deletion (cf. Charette 1990, 1991/92). On the other hand, g-licensing itself seems to involve a type of parameter setting, in the sense that certain languages allow a p-licensed uninterpreted nucleus to g-license a preceding onset-head (e.g. this is the case of the Polish, cf. Charette 1991/92). In the Albanian dialects which we examine here we encounter competing outcomes involving subtle differences which reflect the interaction of the g-licensing principle with both onset-to-onset licensing and the metrical relevance of consonant clusters.

In the case of dialects where word-final empty nucleus licensing is the chosen option, we have seen that these uninterpreted nuclei can act as licensors for preceding onset-head domains (cf. (21)). In the case of Ginestra, another parametrical principle is involved: the p-licensing potential of the final nucleus manifests itself through the licensing relation between the onset and the preceding coda, as in (21)a. In both cases the a-licensing potential of the onset position is preserved:


All the dialects analysed show word-externally licensed empty nuclei in the presence of a preceding onset-head, even though the results may differ for case to case because of the different metrical properties of each representation.

Let us first consider government-licensing effects in the S. Paolo dialect:
Thus onset-heads can be p-licensed by a following licensed empty nucleus (be it licensed in word-final position or by means of an adjacent full vowel in internal position). The alternating forms in (22) show the prosodic mechanism which is at work: in the representations (22)a-b all nuclei are manifested except for the final one, which is parametrically licensed and thus unable to license a preceding empty nucleus. (22)c exemplifies the unusual structures in which an empty uninterpreted nucleus could license an onset-coda relation. In the dialect of S.Paolo the normal result is the loss of the onset-head, and the marginal variants which preserve the onset-head belong to ‘lento’ or formal speech styles. However, cross linguistic comparison supports the hypothesis that the prosodic domain is available for the licensing of empty nuclei (Kaye 1990, Charette 1991/92). More particularly in Charette 1991/92 a type of rightward onset-to-onset government is taken to operate in obstruent-@-liquid sequences, which legitimizes the uninterpreted intervening nucleus. Thus, in (22)c, [‘hɔŋgra] is the typical case of syncope due to the p-licensing potential triggered by this particular licensing relation between onsets.

A prosodic system like this one allows for the licensing of empty nuclei at the nuclear projection level independently of foot/word metrical levels. In such a system we would naturally expect some reduction in the g-licensing capabilities of zero nuclei which are legitimized by adjacency (proper government). And indeed, the reduction processes represented in (22)c are consistent with this explanation: usually a non-metricalized zero-nucleus cannot g-license a preceding onset-head (cf. (23)a); in this case however the coda can be licensed by the preceding nucleus inside its intra-constituent domain. As for the inter-onset domains, the representations in (23) make manifest the fact that an onset-to-onset licensing relation is at work in the crucial cases of interaction between proper government of an empty nucleus and
government licensing of an onset. Thus first we can admit that when an empty
nucleus is surrounded by two onset positions a licensing relation between the onsets
can hold and that this inter-onset domain can legitimize an intervening empty
nucleus. In this case Charette 1991/92 requires that it in turn is p-governed by a full
nucleus. As it is shown in the representation (23)b, our data would support two
crucial points: the onset-to-onset licensing can operate independently of the
presence of an adjacent full nucleus; the directionality of the licensing seems to be
not related to a parametrical determination.

(23)  S.Paolo

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{projection} \\
\text{word} \\
\text{nuclear} \\
\text{inter-d} \\
\text{constituent}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} & \text{N} & \text{N} & \text{N} & \text{N} \\
\text{O} & \text{R} & \text{O} & \text{N} & \text{O} & \text{N} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{x x x x x x x x x} \\
\text{e r \delta @ t i n @} \\
\text{h o n g @ r @ t i m @}
\end{array}
\]

[\text{'dertin}] 

Let us consider a representation such as \text{\textipa{h.\textipa{y}g@r@tim@ ['\textipa{h\#nk-tim]}} in (23)b
including two contexts for the \text{onset-to-onset} relation. The reduction of a part of the
phonological information, which is very drastic in the case of the alternant
[\text{'h\#ntim}], can be explained in terms of the particular kind of onset-to-onset domain
displayed in (23)b. Now, the onset-to-onset licensing relation can account for the
zero realization of the middle-domain empty nucleus \text{x}, but there is a further
problem: the following properly governed zero-nucleus \text{x} is unable to p-license the
preceding empty nucleus. Thus, as a first conclusion, in cases like this one, an onset-
to-onset domain can be a sufficient context for licensing a recessive empty nucleus.

A second theoretical issue is raised by the weakness of \text{\textipa{h\#}} in the onset-to-onset
span. In fact the phonetic outcome suggests that \text{\textipa{h\#}} has a different status from \text{\textipa{l\#}}
and \text{\textipa{h\#}}. A result as [\text{'\textipa{h\#nk-tim}}] illustrated in (23)b brings out the fact that \text{\textipa{h\#}} can
affect the segmental content of \text{\textipa{l\#}} bypassing \text{\textipa{h\#}}; \text{\textipa{h\#}} in turn cannot be viewed as the
licenser for \text{\textipa{k\#}}, since, if so, it should be phonetically realized. In this case, \text{\textipa{k\#}}
would be licensed by a licensed onset with the consequence that its prosodic status would
turn out to be very weak. Thus we would expect phonetic realizations such as \\*
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[ˈhɔŋtim], which on the contrary do not normally occur. The data we dispose of indicate that the default application of onset-to-onset licensing operates from left to right (cf. (24)-(25) and the discussion below). My hypothesis is that these conditions can be modified on the strength of a more fundamental principle, i.e. the asymmetry between the licensor and the licensee: the melodic expression associated with a licensed position is no more complex than the one associated with its licensor (cf. Harris 1990, 1994). Thus, a one-element compound [R] (defining /r/) is unable to license a four-element compound [@,?,h,L] (defining [g]). By consequence, in so far as licensing direction is forced to reflect the complexity asymmetry between consonantal segments in an onset domain, in obstruent-@-liquid sequences it is the obstruent which licenses the following liquid.

This accounts for the prosodic weakness of /r/: this position in fact is followed by a zero nucleus and licensed by an onset position which in turn is not legitimized by a full nucleus. As we have noticed, a possible result is [ˈhɔŋtɪm], where the whole onset-to-onset domain remains unrealized as a consequence of the fact that the consonants involved do not respond to the p-licensing requirement. Now, if we exclude constituent re-association of segmental content in derived representations on the basis of the structure preservation principle, we may assume that /g/ and /r/ remain linked to their skeletal points in the structure. It is useful to recall that this analysis is supported by two types of evidence: (i) the trace of the relation between the coda and onset (manifested in this case by the velar character of the nasal segment8), (ii) the external evidence provided by the alternants showing the missing consonants, cf. [ˈderdə] “I threw”, [ˈhɔŋgər] “the are”. Furthermore, we also find a different option, i.e. the preservation of /g/. This latter possibility implies that the lexical voiced onset /g/ undergoes a reduction process (cf. (23)b). The direction of this process suggests a crucial prosodic asymmetry between the two stops /t/ and /g/. Thus we should in all probability conclude that a licensing relation involving the two domain heads is triggered by delinking of /r/: in this case /g/ turns out to be visible for licensing by the following onset-head.

As has been noticed, in the same prosodic environment as devoicing we find reduction phenomena. This close relation between assimilatory and reduction effects in consonantal clusters is a well-known pattern which can be interpreted in terms of a unique phonological mechanism of element delinking (Harris 1990). Thus ‘assimilatory’ devoicing, unreleased obstruent realization and segmental content

8 In the N+C sequences that are not involved in schwa/zero alternation Albanian dialects present a nasal homorganic to the following consonant, cf. [ˈfrɔmba] “I wrung”, [ˈhundə] “the nose”, [ˈkɔmba] “the foot”/[kɔmb] “foot”, [ˈjɔnda (ˈmirɔ)] “I am (well)”. Indeed the coda-onset relation is subject to a further constraint requiring that the laryngeal properties of coda are legitimized by the head onset.
reduction in consonantal sequences can be dealt with as a uniform process manifesting the direction of p-licensing; indeed these phenomena can be viewed as offering a clear clue to the existence of a right-to-left onset-to-onset licensing relation. In fact, devoicing does not seem to be a direct effect of weakening (cf. the presence of voiced final obstruents in the example in (22)a), since in the dialects we are considering devoicing applies to the obstruents preceding a voiceless obstruent in onset position (cf. (24)a), i.e. the domain of other reduction effects:

(24)  S.Paolo

a. [ˈnɔdɔen] "they lie"  [uˈnɔdɔtim] "we lay"
   [ˈnɔdɔmi] ≈ [ˈnɔdɔtim] "we lie"

b. [ˈpuθɔp] “I kiss”  [ˈpuθɔp] “I was kissing”
   [ˈjav-nen] “they give”
[c. [pɔca] “I burnt”  [ˈpɔca-tim] ≈ [ˈpɔc-tim] “we burnt”
   [mij] “the friends”
   [ˈmij-n-vet] “to the friends”

The data in (24) allow us to define the reduction pattern: (i) a licensed stop is unreleased (cf. (24)b); (ii) laryngeal identity is triggered in the case of a sequence of two obstruents and it is dependent on the laryngeal properties of the licenser onset, (24)b-c; (iii) a reduced obstruent may occur as well (cf. (24)b). The representations in (25) highlight the identity of the reduction process operating on the licensed position:

(25)  S.Paolo

projection
foot/word
O-to-O

a. N N N N N N
   O O O O O O
   x x x x x x x x
   p c l @ R i m @
   h h
   [ˈpojtim]
b. N N N N
   O O O O O O
   j a x x x e n x
   j a U @ l e n @
   h N
   [ˈjav-nen]
(25)a-b-c-d illustrate different lenition effects which normally relate to prosodically weak onset positions, i.e. onsets p-licensed by p-licensed positions (cf. Charette 1991/92, Harris 1992, 1994). An obvious consequence of these processes is that a less complex element composition turns out to be associated with the weak consonantal positions, in accordance with the ‘complexity’ requirements imposed on the governed positions (cf. Harris 1990, 1994). Thus, in an inter-onset licensing domain, the asymmetry in a-licensing ability appears to descend from the fact that the melodic potential of a licensed position is derived from the head which prosodically legitimizes it. In the cases we have observed, the lenition effect can be accounted for in terms of suppression of the ‘manner’ elements [h] and [?] from

---


(i) Laryngeal elements
    - ‘slack vocal chords’ element [L]
    - ‘stiff vowel chords’ element [H]

(ii) Manner elements
    - ‘stop’ element [?]
    - ‘noise’ element [h]

(iii) Resonance elements
    - cavity elements [I] [A] [U] [@] [R]
    - nasal element [N]

The autosegmental deployment of the elements on the relevant tiers is implied in the representations. As for the element compositions corresponding to the principal
the segmental content associated with the licensed position. The reduction contexts may be schematized as follows:

(26)  a. in a voiceless stop - obstruent/nasal sequence, cf. (24)d, the stop is unreleased, that is the release element [h] turns out to be delinked (cf. (25)b);

b. in a palatal stop - stop sequence, the first stop is usually vocalized through delinking of the 'air flow' properties ((25)a);

c. in a voiced obstruent - voiceless stop sequence the reduction effect consists in devoicing;

d. in a voiceless obstruent - voiced obstruent sequence we find voice spreading (cf. (25)d).

Since in cases where a nasal is the right-hand onset, this assimilatory effect is lacking (cf. (25)b), we should be induced to assume that the element composition of the nasal does not contain an independent sonority element [L]. Thus no spreading effect is possible as a result of the licensing relation. On the contrary, laryngeal characteristics appear to be distinctive in the case of the obstruents and thus they need to be specified in terms of element composition. As regards the Italo-Albanian dialects there are good grounds for taking the voiceless obstruents to be 'neutral' segments, characterized by a lack of laryngeal specification, and, on the other hand, for taking the voiced obstruent to contain an independent sonority element [L] (cf. Harris 1994). Thus, a voiceless onset triggers an assimilatory reduction on a preceding voiced consonants.

A particular issue concerns the status of the intervening empty nucleus in a leftward onset-to-onset domain. Following the ideas set out in Charette 1991/92, we can assume that any inter-onset licensing domain can legitimize an intervening uninterpreted nucleus. This zero-nucleus seems to display its phonological potential through the consonantal domain. Thus, zero-nuclei in (25)a-d would turn out to be p-licensed both by the adjacent full nucleus and through onset-to-onset government. This could explain why in systems like the Ginestra one, which generally prevent a

consonantal distinctions we have the following expressions where the underlined element is the head of the expression.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>[U,?],[h]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>[R,?],[h]</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>[U,?],[h],[L]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>[R,?],[h],[L]</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>[U],[h]</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>[R],[h]</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>[U],[h],[L]</td>
<td>δ</td>
<td>[R],[h],[L]</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>[U,?],[N]</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[R,?],[N]</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
full nucleus from ‘proper government’ licensing a preceding empty nucleus in internal position, weak nuclei can remain uninterpreted in an onset-to-onset domain.

4.2. G-licensing as a derivative property: the case of Barile and Ginestra dialects

As one would expect, in the Barile dialect the systematic use of licensing based on adjacency or parameter setting overcomes government licensing requirements, inducing the massive application of syncope in internal contexts. In this case uninterpreted nuclei appear to partially maintain their ability to government-license an onset-head, in this respect matching the government-licensing power of licensed final empty nuclei. Actually these government-licensing properties are not uncontroverted, as is clear from the fact that contextual restrictions exist. Let us consider the relevant data from Barile:

(27) a. ['hɔŋɡri] hɔŋɡ(ɔr+t) “he ate”
   [u 'hɔŋɡə] hɔŋɡ(ɔr@) “he ate himself”
   ['derði] derð+i “he threw”
   [u 'derð] derð@ “he threw himself”
   ['zbarða] zbarð+a “I whitewashed”
   ['ʃtrəmbəm] ʃtrəmb@+m@ “I wring”
   ['ʃəndəm] ʃənd@+m@ “I lie”

b. ['derðmi] derð@+mi “we throw”
   ['zbarðm] = ['zbarmi] zbarð@+mi “we whitewash”
   ['hɔŋk-ʃəm] = ['hɔŋtəm] hɔŋgr@+t@+m@ “we ate”
   ['dertən] derð@+t@+n@ “they threw”
   ['derðа] derð@+f+a “I was throwing”
   ['zbarəm] zbarð@+t@+m@ “we whitewashed”
   ['ʃtrəmni] = ['ʃtrəm-mi] ʃtrəmb@+m@ “we wring”
   ['ʃtrəmni] ≈ ['ʃtrəmp-ʃəm] ʃtrəmb@+t@+n@ “we wrung”
   ['ʃrəmfə] ʃtrəmb@+f+a “I was wringing”
   ['ʃəndni] = ['ʃənd-mi] ʃənd@+m@ “we lie”
   ['ʃəntən] ʃənd@+t@+n@ “they lay”
   ['ʃənd] ʃənd@+f+a “I was lying”

c. [stɔr'pʊndzʊl] st@rpuŋdzul@ “lizard”
   [stɔr'pʊndzli] st@rpuŋdzuli “the lizard”

As the alternants in (27) illustrate, syncope in these cases is induced by an unlicensed final nucleus and conflicts with the government-licensing of an onset-head (cf.(27)b-c). We find examples of two competing possible outcomes of this
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conflict. Thus in spite of the zero-nucleus the onset may preserve its ability to license the preceding coda, as in (27)b. Alternatively we may simply have the 'loss' of the governing onset as a consequence of the fact that it is not government-licensed by the zero-nucleus, as in (27)a (Charette 1990, 1991) (the phonetic realization also presents a perceptible syllabic boundary in the case of two homorganic consonants, e.g. [ˈtrəm$mi] "we ring"). This second possibility seems to rule out any chance that g-licensing ability of the uninterpreted nuclei is involved. Thus, we should probably conclude that the observed variation proceeds from two possible options:

(i) the intermediate nucleus is licensed by a following full nucleus;
(ii) the intermediate nucleus is licensed through onset-to-onset licensing.

In the former case the governing onset does not meet the licensing requirement and can not be interpreted as licensor; in the latter case, on the other hand, the governing onset turns out to be g-licensed. A crucial role appears to be played by the quality of the consonants. Beside the consonant-liquid domain, exemplified by [ˈθɔŋɡri], we find that a leftward licensing inter-onset relation is triggered when the consonantal segment is preserved. In this case leftward assimilatory/reduction effects on the onset-licensed consonant are determined by the same reduction mechanisms we have already defined (cf. (23), (25) and (26)) for S.Paolo dialect. The typical results include an unreleased realization of the former stop in the stop-stop sequence, and, in the case of a lexically voiced obstruent followed by a voiceless one, the loss of the sonority element [L] in the licensed obstruent. The syncop e contexts which do not involve g-licensing offer the same phonological conditions as S.Paolo:

(28) [mbɔd] mbɔd@ "I gather
[ˈmbɔdmi] mbɔd@+mi “we gather”
[ˈmbɔda] mbɔd+a “I gathered”
[ˈmbɔtɔn] mbɔt@+t@n@ “they gathered”
[pɔca] pɔ+a “I burnt”
[pɔc+ɔn] ≈ [ˈpltɔn] plt@+t@+n@ “they burnt”
[ˈsɛpm] sɛp@+m@ “I sew” ≈ [ˈsɛpmi] sɛp@+mi “we sew
[ˈsɛp+ɔm] sɛp@+t@+m@ “we sewed”

As regards the g-licensing contexts, comparison of a certain amount of data suggests that the differing results (segmental reduction v. disassociation) are in fact due to the different consonantal properties. While generally reduction effects involve devoicing and the loss of release, however the 'loss' of the first consonant becomes obligatory when in a derivative context the two onsets share the resonance and noise elements [R,h] (i.e. when they are both obstruents), as in [ˈjɔntɔn]
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\[\text{\textipa{jand}+t\textipa{@}m@}, \ [\text{\textipa{zbart\-\@\textipa{m}}} \text{\textipa{zbar\-\@\textipa{m}}}].\] Following an idea of John Harris (personal communication) we could see this process as an OCP effect.

In conclusion, the variation exemplified in (27) can be explained in terms of the parametrical differences in the licensing properties of the positions:

(29) Barile

\begin{align*}
\text{foot/word} & \quad \text{nuclear/N-O} \\
\text{a.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \quad \mid \quad \mid \\
\text{O} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \\
\text{f} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{b} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{i} \\
\end{array} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \quad \mid \quad \mid \\
\text{O} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \\
\text{f} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{b} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{i} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

O-to-O

\begin{align*}
\text{[\text{\textipa{str@m-mi}}} \text{\textipa{str@m-b@mi}]} \\
\end{align*}

(29) Barile

\begin{align*}
\text{foot/word} & \quad \text{nuclear/N-O} \\
\text{c.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \quad \mid \quad \mid \\
\text{O} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \\
\text{f} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{U} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{m} \\
\end{array} \\
\text{d.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \quad \mid \quad \mid \\
\text{O} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \\
\text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \\
\text{f} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{h} \quad \text{h} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

O-to-O

\begin{align*}
\text{[\text{\textipa{str@m-t@m}}} \text{\textipa{str@m-b@m}]} \\
\end{align*}

As we have noticed, the governing onset segment in (29)a may not be interpreted as licensor because it is not itself g-licensed by the p-licensed zero-nucleus. In this case this segment does not meet the licensing requirement and we find the disappearance of the consonant. The configurations in (29)c-d illustrate the onset-to-
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onset domain effect: the intermediate empty nucleus is sanctioned independently of licensing by the following full nucleus (we find again alternants as [ˈhaŋ tràm] haŋgr@+t@+m@ “we ate”); in (29)c the loss of the release and voice elements of the lexical voiced obstruent reduces the complexity of the licensed position; in (29)d the sharing of the resonance element triggers the delinking of the whole element-expression associated with the licensed position. In any case an inter-onset domain legitimizes the governing onset.

The data from the Ginestra dialect present subtle differences vis-à-vis those we have just examined from the Barile dialect, differences relating to the specific metrical organization of the nuclei.

30. a. [ˈhaŋ(tr)@] haŋgr+ı “he ate”
   [daɾo] daɾ+ı “he threw”
   [u ˈdeɾo] deɾ@ “he threw himself”
   [ˈʃrəmba] _tramḥ+a “I wrung”
   [ju ˈʃdəɾj] zdəɾ@ “she brought forth”
   [ˈʃənd+u] ʃənd+a “I lay”
   [ˈceəbə] ceəb@+n@ “it stinks”

b. [ˈhaŋk-təmə] ≈ [ˈhaŋɡrətəmə] haŋgr@+t@+m@ “we ate”
   [daɾ ʃəmi] ≈ [ˈdeɾəmə] deɾ@+mi “we throw”
   [ˈʃrəmbətənə] ≈ [ˈʃrəmb-ʃənə] _tramḥ@+n@ “they wrung”
   [ˈʃrəmbətənə] ≈ [ˈʃrəmp-tənə] _tramḥ@+t@+n@ “they wrung”
   [ˈʃdəɾj-tənə] ≈ [ˈʃdəɾ-ʃənə] zdəɾ@+t@+n@ “they brought forth”
   [ˈʃəndəmi] ≈ [ˈʃənd-mi] ʃənd@+mi “we lie”
   [ˈʃəntəmi] ʃənt@+mi “we lay”
   [ˈceəp-tənə] ≈ [ˈceəbətənə] ceəb@+t@+n@ “they stank”

Realizations such as [ˈʃdəɾj-tənə], [ˈʃəntəmə] “we came” and so on, with proper-government of the empty nucleus preceding the final one, is also possible, even though it is not the preferred solution; the reason for this may be that an onset-to-onset relation involving a t+nasal sequence is avoided wherever possible in accordance with a general restriction on the consonantal clusters (cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990, and the discussion in Rice 1992). In the syncope contexts the usual reduction effects can be observed. The examples in (31) illustrate the re-adjustment phenomena which surface in sequences of two consonants (devoicing (31)a, reduction (31)a-b-c or loss (31)c of the manner properties):

31. a. [ˈdoŋ-təmə] ≈ [ˈdoŋtəmə] daŋ@+t@+m@ “we roasted”
   [ˈmb̥aŋtəmə] ≈ [ˈmb̥aŋtəmə] mb̥aŋ@+t@+m@ “we picked up”
b. [di\textsuperscript{\textregistered}mi] \approx [di\textsuperscript{\textregistered}mi] di\textsuperscript{\textregistered}+mi "we roast"

[p\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}o\textsuperscript{\textregistered}n\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] \approx [p\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}n\textsuperscript{\textregistered}n\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] p\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}+n\textsuperscript{\textregistered}n\textsuperscript{\textregistered} "they burn"

c. [poc\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}a\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] \approx [p\textsuperscript{\textregistered}j\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}a\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] \approx [p\textsuperscript{\textregistered}c\textsuperscript{\textregistered}t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}a\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] poc\textsuperscript{\textregistered}+t\textsuperscript{\textregistered}+m\textsuperscript{\textregistered} "we burnt"

d. [zj\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}e\textsuperscript{\textregistered}d\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}i] \approx [zj\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}e\textsuperscript{\textregistered}d\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}i] zj\textsuperscript{\textregistered}e\textsuperscript{\textregistered}d\textsuperscript{\textregistered}+mi "we read"

[\textsuperscript{\textregistered}b\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ak\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}z\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}] "he baptizes"

As we have already pointed out, the metrical organization of the Ginestra dialect shows a clear preference for metrical incorporation of recessive nuclei. The specific property of this prosodic system is that the recessive nuclei are p-licensed by the metrical head of the word domain, and consequently a central vowel surface which is capable of government-licensing the preceding onset, as in ['der\textsuperscript{\textregistered}d\textsuperscript{\textregistered}m\textsuperscript{\textregistered}i]. Thus an interpreted posttonic nucleus is associated with the word projection level. On the other hand, the option of licensing empty nuclei within consonantal domains is available as well, as the data in (30)b-(31) show (cf. (19)). We have already seen that an onset-to-onset relation can license the prosodic potential of an intermediate weak nucleus. For example, the alternants with zero-nuclei in (31) exemplify onset-to-onset contexts where an intervening empty nucleus can remain uninterpreted.

When the head of a coda-onset domain is licensed by an onset on the right, we find that complexity effects (cf. Harris 1990, 1992) surface which derive from the onset-to-onset relation and which take the form of the reduction process already observed in the case of the other dialects (cf. (30)-(31)). As a further possibility, delinking of the whole element composition from its constituent can apply. Once again this option appears to have an obligatory character if the onsets are homorganic according to a very restrictive implementation of OCP which disallows two following obstruents to share the same resonance properties. The configurations in (32) illustrate the canonical cases:
(32)  a.  

word

foot

N  N  N  N  N
O  R  O  N  O  N  O  N

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x
z  d  o  r  t  n  @  n  @

b.  

Ginestra

N  N  N  N  N
O  R  O  N  O  N  O  N

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x
z  d  o  r  c  t  n  @  n  @

g-licensing

onset-to-onset licensing

[ˈzdɔrc-ˈtəna]  [ˈzdɔrc-ˈtəna]

(32)b exemplifies the context where an onset-to-onset domain includes an intervening vowel which turns out to be licensed. In this case we can hypothesize that consonant domains might provide information relevant to the metrical organization.

In conclusion, in a system that normally limits the licensing capability of weak nuclei, we could ascribe the syncope effect to the licensing capability of the onset-to-onset domain. More generally this could mean that in this system an unstressed full nucleus is simply not a possible licensor and that zero-nuclei anyway imply a consonantal domain which legitimizes them. In final position a coda-onset relation is involved, while in word-internal contexts an inter-onset relation (cf. (30)b-(31)) and a coda-onset relation (cf. (30)b and (32)) can combine. If this is the case, we can refer the alternating forms in (30)b and (31) to two competing principles: (i) p-licensing by the metrical head; (ii) licensing through the consonantal domain. The existence of competing principle explains why systematic preservation of the internal consonant clusters, as in [ˈʃtrimp-ˈtəna], [ˈzdɔrc-ˈtəna] (30)b, can be found along with alternants containing interpreted weak nuclei. We may think that these different competing options can be ascribed to the parametrical variation in the licensing properties of the consonantal domain.

4.3 Further evidence from other dialects

The close links between such factors as the preservation of internal consonant clusters, g-licensing of coda-onset sequences in the final domain and the metrical
licensing of empty nuclei are confirmed by evidence from other dialects. Thus, in the Falconara system we have a metrical organization that is based on the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei and which combines licensing of final empty nuclei and the occurrence of coda-onset clusters in both final and internal position:

(33) a. [piʃk] "fish", [darð] "pear"
    [ˈjarpəɾə] "snake" ≈ [ˈjarpəɾi] "the snake"
    [ˈyuʃoɾə] "garlic" ≈ [ˈyuʃoɾi] "the garlic"
    [ˈθiŋa] "the knife"

b. [ˈjændəɾə] "I lie" ≈ [ˈjænt-ʧtəɾə] "we were lying"
    [ˈzəɾbɔɾɪɾə] "we whitewash" ≈ [ˈzəɾbɔɾtʧɾə] "we were whitewashing"
    [ˈʃtɹæmba] "I wrung" ≈ [ˈʃtɹæm-ʧəɾə] "we wrung"
    [ˈʃrəγɾiɾə] "you ate"
    [ˈʃrəŋɡɔɾtɨɾə] ≈ [ˈʃrəŋɡɔɾtɨɾə] ≈ [ˈʃrəŋk-ʧtəɾə] "they ate"
    [ˈθiŋa] ≈ [ˈθiŋaɾə] "the knife" (Acc.)

c. [ˈdojə] "I burnt"
    [ˈdɔj-təɾə] ≈ [ˈdɔj-təɾə] "we burnt"

The instances in (33) display a systematic preservation of the consonantal domains which appears to be a striking feature of the prosodic configurations of Falconara dialect. Once again the licensing of complex consonantal clusters combines with a generalized metrical interpretation of the recessive nuclear positions which are not legitimized through consonantal domains (i.e. in pretonic position, cf. [koˈpəɾə] "shoe", in final position and in long sequences of consonants). Alternants such as [ˈʃtɹæm-ʧəɾə] ≈ [ˈʃtɹæm-ʧəɾə] ≈ [ˈʃrəŋk-ʧtəɾə] "they ate" support the idea that a simple onset-to-onset relation holds between /g/ and /h/ (cf. (34)) if /h/ is not inter-onset licensed or governed by a following full nucleus. In this case /h/ is not visible for the prosodic organization. On the whole, even though a certain degree of variation is present, the data of Falconara reflect a similar organization to the one we find in the Gimestra system, showing obvious correspondences in both alternations and reduction phenomena:

---

10 In fast-speech style realizations such as [ˈʃtɹæmtɪɾə] "we wrung", with deletion effects, may optionally appear. However, the crucial point remains the link which exists between the regular preservation of consonantal domains and a generalized metrical interpretation of nuclear positions.

As the examples show the final schwa is generally an open centralized vowel, [A.ə], a phonetic realization very similar to the stressed centralized vowel.
The principal parametrical difference vis-à-vis the pattern of Ginestra is that Falconara system obligatorily requires the onset-to-onset licensing option **irrespective of the nature of the consonant sequence**. Thus we can find complex clusters like the following:

(35) **Falconara**

a. ['kryetfə] "I was combing my hair"
   ['krixtʃe] "you were combing your hair"
   ['dagetʃ]/['daktʃə] ≈ ['daktʃə] "I was/you were getting wet"

b. ['zbarətʃ] "I was whitening"
   ['zbarətʃə] ≈ ['zbarəʃə] "you were whitening"
   ['ʃandətʃ] "I was lying" ≈ ['ʃuntəʃə] "you were lying"
   ['treməʃ] "I was afraid" ≈ ['trempəʃə] "you were afraid"
As is readily observable, an epenthetical [t] variably surfaces only in the case of a sequence of four consonants. However, inter-onset domains appear to be able to fulfil p-licensing requirements on the intervening empty nuclei and on the onset-head of coda-onset domains (cf. (36)b):

(36) *Falconara*
foot/word

a. \[\text{O-to-}\text{O} \quad \begin{array}{cccccccc}
N & N & N & N & N & N & O \\
O & O & O & O & O & O & N & \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{cccccccc}
N & N & N & N & N & N & N & \end{array} \]

b. \[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\quad \text{O-to-}\text{O} \\
N & N & N & N & N & N & N & \end{array} \]

\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
k & r & i & @ & @ & ? & h & @ & I & e & t & r & v & m & U & @ & I & @ & I & e & \end{array} \]

\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\quad \text{O-to-}\text{O} \\
N & N & h & N \end{array} \]

\['\text{krixtf}ne\] \hspace{1cm} \['\text{remp-f}ne\]

In fact, in (36)a the right-hand zero-nucleus could not proper government license the preceding one. Nevertheless a consonantal position provided with segmental content appears to be allowed to onset-to-onset license another consonantal position in cases where an empty nucleus intervenes in the domain. In the case illustrated in (36)b the intermediate empty nuclei turn out to be licensed inside a consonantal domain. As a consequence intra-constituent government will play a crucial role in legitimising the preceding coda /ml/, even though there may be reasons for thinking that /p/ onset may inherit a partial p-licensing ability from the licenser of the consonantal domain, that is all things considered from the final full vowel. Both (36)a and (36)b show a reduction process operating on the left-hand onset.

According to the theory of licensing inheritance (Harris 1992: 384), the a-licensing potential of a skeletal position is either a direct property of the position or a property derived from another position. Thus the degree of metrical autonomy of a position and its related capability of licensing prosodic positions manifest themself in terms of melodic richness of the associated expression: e.g., only a filled expression normally can have the role of metrical domain head. In the cases
exemplified in (36)a,b a licensed onset can itself be a licenser just because it is phonetically interpreted.

Finally, in the Vena dialect we observe that the prosodic arrangement reflects a different parametrical option, amounting to the avoidance of uninterpreted nuclei in any internal context. Thus only the word-final domain is capable of legitimising, even if variably, empty nuclei. The result is that a *schwa* systematically surfaces in all internal contexts:

(37)  
Vena

   “the snakes nom./acc.”
   “short plural.”

   [di'ɛk] “I burn” ≈ [di'egoʊmə] “we burn”

c. [ˈdʌmbərənə] “they ache”

Devoicing in the final domain (exemplified in (37)b) manifests a weakening effect ascribable to the p-licensed status of the onset (cf. Harris 1992). This lenition appears to be a relic of a former metrical organization based on vowel-zero alternation, which holds in the most conservative dialects. As in the case of Ginestra I will assume that in Vena dialect the metrical organization of the highest nuclear projection levels involves incorporation of the all nuclear positions in the word-tree:

(38)  
\[
\text{word} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{foot} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{N} \\
\text{N} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{R} \quad \text{O} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{O} \\
\text{N} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \quad \text{x} \\
\text{j} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{p} \quad @ \quad \text{r} \quad @ \quad \text{t} \quad @ \\
\end{array}
\]

Thus all nuclei end up being legitimised by the nuclear head of the metrical configuration; the nuclear reduction effect enforced by adjacency-licensing is thus avoided. The only trace to be found of the old organization is the possibility of
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having final empty nucleus licensing, in which case an uninterpreted nucleus will not be metrically organized.

5. Conclusions

Our data suggest that in the prosodic treatment of empty nuclei there is a basic contrast between systems which admit licensed empty nuclei and systems which exclude them. This basic difference produces a crucial split between two types of prosodic arrangement. On the one hand the systems that allow p-licensing of the empty nuclei differentiate between full nuclei, which are associated with the highest prosodic projection (foot and word), and phonetically uninterpreted nuclei, which are licensed either under 'proper government' by an adjacent nucleus (which must have phonetic content) or else parametrically, in a word-final context. In such a system uninterpreted nuclei will remain metrically unorganized, given that they are invisible for the metrical domains of foot or word, which by their very nature are only capable of computing positions that are assigned some phonological content (see the discussion in Charette 1991). Those systems, on the other hand, that exclude or restrict the licensing of empty nuclei are compelled to associate all realized nuclei with a word-tree.

As for the status of the prosodic relations within a metrical domain (cf. 3.2.), the treatment proposed here does not necessitate extrinsic ordering of any component of the theory with respect to any other. In fact we assume that p-licensing relations based on adjacency of the two positions at the nuclear projection level, or determined by a final domain, interact freely with the p-licensing by a foot- or word-head. Their interaction specifies possible well-formed metrical structures.

The distinction between p-licensing by the metrical head and p-licensing by an adjacent position or on the basis of a parameter setting, is reflected in the surface realization: in the first case the a-licensing potential inherited from the stressed head is rich enough to sanction an almost schwa-like vowel; the second case is the typical context in which we find a zero realization. On a narrow view of the p-licensing principle 'licensing an empty nucleus' could be seen as a case of delinking phonetic content from a p-licensed weak position. Following the uniform characterization of licensing relations presented in Harris 1992, we have been able to deal with the notion of 'proper government' as a derivative effect of the p-licensing gradation in a prosodic representation. Taking the argument a stage further, we have discussed the possibility that a coda-onset cluster influences the metrical organization of a sequence of positions. A second hypothesis we have tentatively argued for is based on the idea that uninterpreted nuclei can be skipped over by licensing relations between onsets and that the onset-to-onset domain can capture the licensing potential of the empty nucleus. Thus we have grounds for thinking that relations which hold at the level of the metrical projection map internuclear and onset-to-onset domains onto the timing organization of the sequence.
The principal source of prosodic differences is the treatment of the empty nuclei. In fact Ginestra and Falconara dialects relate syncope phenomena and the lack of a final vowel to the type of consonantal context, while S.Paolo and Barile dialects display a systematic vowel-zero alternation based on the licensing ability of the unstressed nuclei. This observed variation seems to reflect the parametric nature of the licensing properties of the prosodic positions, and this may be summarized in the scheme (39):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(39)</th>
<th>S.Paolo</th>
<th>Barile</th>
<th>Ginestra</th>
<th>Falconara</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>final nucleus licensing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'proper government'</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-licensing by empty nuclei</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consonantal domain licensing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(± indicates the existence of specific restrictions)

As we can see in the different grammars nuclei exhibit a different ability to license: only in S.Paolo and Barile dialects nuclei show a full capacity to properly govern; an important cut in (39) corresponds to internal g-licensing. Thus in Ginestra and Falconara dialects the licensing of internal positions (empty nuclei and codas) crucially involves coda-onset and onset-to-onset domains; in S.Paolo and Barile dialects the g-licensing power of the nuclei is the relevant principle.
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